Optimization of building form and its fenestration in response to microclimate conditions of an urban area
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Abstract. Designing building form in urban areas is a complicated process that demands considering a high number of influencing parameters. On the other hand, there has been an increasing trend to design highly fenestrated building envelopes for office buildings to induce higher levels of natural lighting into the workspace. This paper presents a novel optimization framework to design high-performance building form and fenestration configuration considering the impacts of urban microclimate in typical and extreme weather conditions during a thirty-year period of climate data (2010-2039). In this regard, based on the introduced technique and algorithm, the annual energy demand and thermal comfort of over 8008 eligible form combinations with eight different fenestration configurations and seven different building orientation angels were analysed in a detailed urban area to find optimal design solutions in response to microclimate conditions. Results showed that adopting the framework, annual heating, and cooling demand can be reduced by 21% and 38% while maintaining thermal comfort by taking design-based decisions at the early stages of design.

1 Introduction

Cities are consuming about 70% of world energy [1], and with the current rapid urbanization rate, this share is expected to increase [2]. Buildings are accounted for about 48% of supplied energy for heating and cooling to achieve indoor thermal comfort [3]. There have been several attempts to reduce this share and demands from buildings in the two recent decades with a focus on designers [4]. The most recent approach is attempting to develop and use new computational power and associated tools to design the energy performance of buildings. In this approach, a common and well-acknowledged technique in the building design process is adopting an optimization algorithm in line with numerical simulation methods [5]. Considering several influencing parameters and constraints in the building design process, multi-objective optimization to solve complex design problems. Thus, dozens of optimization algorithms have been developed for multi-objective problems based on evolutionary algorithms [6]. These optimization algorithms have been adopted for the building design process in the early stages to construction process. In addition to regular programming platforms and tools such as Matlab [7]. The most common tools adopted and used by /for designers with more design-based interfaces are Grasshopper in Rhinoceros and Dynamo in Autodesk Revit with several practical plugins based on different simulation engines, focusing on different features and components of building such as building facade [8] or materials characteristics [9], glazing and shading [10] have been studied. Several other studies have focused on developing optimization frameworks to optimize the energy performance of buildings [11,12]. However, a comprehensive optimization framework with a back and forth process to finding optimal forms is still missing in the available literature.

The majority of the studies in the literature are only developed based in locally recorded weather data for typical years, such as different versions of Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) to represent long-term average climate conditions of a location [13]. These weather files fail to consider microclimate conditions. Moreover, these weather file cannot represent extreme weather conditions which can have a large impact on the peak loads. However, it is not feasible to design the overall form of a building based on microscale recorded or simulated data for each site due to expensive and time-consuming process [14]. Thus, an approach should be defined to couple microclimate simulation with
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design/optimization process of buildings at early stages of design.

This paper aims at defining this concept by optimizing the building form against typical and extreme weather conditions at microscale in a low-density urban area. This concept has been described in detail in the Methods section as well as the adopted optimization approach, influencing parameters and applied inputs for the whole process (see figure 1). The Pareto front plot of the developed optimization algorithm along with the geometrical characteristics of the top five best design options as the energy performance of four best solutions is also presented in the Results and discussion section.

![Fig. 1. Schematic framework of the study from microclimate evaluations to form optimizations.](image)

2 Methods

2.1. Microclimate evaluations

1.1.1 Reference weather data sets

For reference weather data sets, three 24-hour continuous data were generated based on a method introduced by Nik [15] to synthesize typical and extreme weather files based on the outdoor temperature, considering six weather scenarios simulated by RCA4 regional climate model (RCM) with the spatial resolution of 12.5 km to be used in energy simulations. In this method, the representative and extreme months using Finkelstein–Schafer statistics are selected and verified for hygrothermal simulations [16]. Thus, these typical and extreme weather conditions are divided into three sets of typical, high and low air temperature are synthesized from 30-year period of weather data (2010-2039). These weather data are ‘ECD’ representing Extreme Cold Day, ‘TDD’ representing Typical Condition Day, and finally ‘EWD’ as ‘Extreme Warm Day. These weather data (temperature wind speed, wind direction, solar radiation, and relative humidity) sets are used as inputs for boundary conditions in the numerical simulations.

1.1.2 Sample urban area

To evaluate microclimate condition, an urban area with low-density was developed based on a technique introduced by Javanroodi [17] namely ‘BMC’ or Building Modular Cells. Here, based on an $8 \times 8$ m module, an urban area with eight buildings, one green space two streets (32 m width) and five canopies between adjacent buildings (8m width) was generated. The sample urban area has two different constant building forms: a central cuboid building with 48 m height (each floor height is 4m, 12 floors) and seven semi-U form buildings as one of the frequent urban forms in Athens as well as five different height distributions (Figure 2-a). The generated sample urban area is used for conducting CFD simulations and average simulated air temperature and wind speed were extracted to develop microclimate weather files (Section 1.1.3).

![Fig. 2. (a) Sample urban area based on BMC technique, (b) Using the sample urban area as the platform for form optimization step.](image)

1.1.3 Numerical simulations

The three 24-hour generated weather data (temperature wind speed, wind direction, solar radiation, and relative
humidity) sets are used as inputs for boundary conditions in the numerical simulations. This resulted in 72 numerical simulations by means of CFD simulations. For CFD simulations, a developed method by Javanroodi was adopted using a verified Autodesk CFD and ANSYS Fluent coupled approach. Readers are referred to [18,19] for more explanation on the adopted method including boundary conditions, governing equations, and major inputs for CFD simulation. For computational domain, standards such as AIJ and COST [20,21] (in which distances from inlet and sides of the domain to model should not be less than 5H and at least 10H from behind the model) were adopted. In this study, lateral and top of the domain considered 10H and rear of the domain is 20H, where H is the tallest model height which is 48 m in all case studies. Figure 3 shows the comparison mesoscale air temperature (out of generated wind data) and simulated air temperature (out of the results of CFD simulation in the sample urban area) with an hourly resolution. As it is clear, air temperature at microscale can be notably different compared to widely-used mesoscale weather file; which can result in different final energy demand simulation and calculations. The variation of the air temperature is a function of urban form and fluctuation of wind speed as can be seen in figure 4. In this figure CFD contours for two different hours with two different wind directions, reference wind speed and air temperature are presented. It is clear that the fluctuation of wind speed—affected as the interactions between building forms in the sample urban area—changes air temperature around and above the buildings. Based on the conducted numerical simulations, three new weather data sets are generated to represent microclimate conditions in the developed sample urban area. For example, MECY means the microscale developed weather file out of numerical simulations using ECD data as inputs to represent microclimate conditions of the sample urban area.

![Fig.3. comparison between air temperature in mesoscale () and microscale (via CFD simulation) for three generated weather data.](image)

### 2.2. Form optimization

Several design-based tools which are familiar for designers such as Rhinoceros and Grasshopper plugins (Divia-for-Rhino-Archsim, Ladybug tools and Octopus) and EnergyPlus has been adopted in this study. At the first phase, by the aid of an innovative GH algorithm, BMC technique defined, modelled and prepared for simulations. The geometry of eligible combinations was converted and exported into EnergyPlus by means of Archsim in the GH algorithm for thermal simulations. At the final phase, a generation-simulation-optimization loop is added to the GH algorithm, which hundreds of geometries are generated and simulated to optimize the final form of the reference building considering all the influencing parameters and indicators. In the developed multi-optimization algorithm, WWR, as the glazing ratio of the Southern surface elevation and building orientations as well as BMC technique form generator function work as genomes. In this regard, for glazing, eight different scenarios (WWRs=7.2%, 8%, 12.5%, 16%, 21%, 25%, 30% and 35%) for the Southern surface elevation and for orientations seven different scenarios are designed (β= 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90). Three objective functions are defined to optimize heating demand, cooling demand and thermal discomfort time using three microscale weather files for three typical and extreme days (MECD, MTCD, and MEWD).
2.2.1 Objective functions

Three objective functions are defined for the purpose of the study to minimize heating and cooling demand while maintain thermal comfort. For heating demand, heating energy of generated form combinations from January.1 to March.31 and October.1 to December.31 was simulated using EnergyPlus engine. Equation (1) shows defined objective function to minimize heating demand. Here \( Q_H \) is simulated heating energy in each floor, \( n \) is the number of the floors (which is 12 here) and \( A \) is the total area of each floor.

\[
HD = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_{Hi}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i}
\]  

For cooling demand, the cooling energy of the generated form combinations from April.1 to September.30 was simulated and optimized using equation (2), where \( Q_C \) is simulated heating energy in each floor, \( n \) is the number of the floors (which is 12 here) and \( A \) is the total area of each floor.

\[
CD = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_{Ci}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i}
\]

It is well known that a trade-off between energy demand and maintain thermal comfort is one the main challenges in designing buildings. An objective function was developed to maintain thermal comfort zone of the generated form combinations in each loop. To do so, Thermal Discomfort Time (TDT) introduced as an easy-to-understand indicator which is the number of hours when the combination of humidity ratio and temperature is not in the comfort zone during summer (0.5 Clo.) and winter (1 Clo.). TDT shows the number of hours with thermal discomfort which should be minimized to have thermal comfort in the generated forms. Equation (3) shows the defined function for TDT based on ASHRAE 55 Adaptive model for Athens. Here \( C_i \) is based on simulated thermal discomfort time using EnergyPlus for each floor, \( n \) is 12 divided by 8760.

\[
TDT = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i}{8760}
\]

3 Results and discussions

The multi-objective optimization with 100 populations, maximum 40 generations, mutation rate of 0.5 and crossover rate of 0.8 with SPEA-2 reduction was performed on a Core i7 computer (calculation time for the optimization problem was 4.2 h). Figure 5-a shows a simplified sample to interpret the Pareto-Front of the optimization problem, and possible region for the non-dominated solutions. The Pareto-Fronts of the optimization problem based on three defined objective functions is illustrated in Figure 5-b.
Figure 6 illustrates five best solutions out of non-dominated design solutions in the sample urban area and Figure 7 and 8 present boxplots of annual heating and cooling demand for four best forms with their 3D visualization respectively. Average heating demand for three semi-courtyard forms are about 12 kWh; while this number is over 58.2 kWh for the cuboid form in extreme cold conditions. In typical and extreme warm conditions this number is lower than 5 kWh; however, for the cuboid form is still close to extreme cold condition. The performance of semi-courtyard forms can be very important indicating a more robust performance during one year, a building with an efficient performance in extreme cold year and extreme warm year. It should be noted that peak heating load in all four cases is similar and about 55 to 59.8 kWh. On the other hand, cooling demand of the three selected semi-courtyard form is notably higher than the cuboid form. Here the orientation of the form can improve its performance where form No.62 with 8% WWR have a similar CD to cuboid form with less than 5 kWh average cooling demand. This form has also the lowest peak cooling load compared to all non-dominated solutions. During extreme warm conditions, form No.37 have the best performance with 5.9 kWh average cooling demand and 51.2 kWh peak load.

As it is clear the majority of non-dominated cases have semi-courtyard forms; where about 41% of non-dominated solutions have at least one empty cell as a courtyard form in an integrated plan. In terms of optimal heating demand design solutions more than 65% of best solutions have courtyard or semi-courtyard form; where 68% of which have set-backs to the northern side of the site. Moreover, 74% of non-dominated solutions have at least two or more empty cells in western and northern sides. Furthermore, 60% of best solutions have 15-degree clockwise site rotation and 20% have 90-degree clockwise toward east which enables a larger part of the target building to face northern elevation with no surrounding buildings. Results also showed that 62% of the 51 non-dominated forms with optimal cooling demand have semi-courtyard forms, 21% have L or U forms and the rest or particular single forms from T form to distinct subtractive forms. A reason for the high frequency of courtyard or semi-courtyard forms with a compact shape is the higher temperature in the courtyard in winters (0.9 to 1.4 C) and respectively lower temperature in summers (2.9 to 3.8 C) compare to calculated temperature of the surrounding spaces in the urban area. The best WWR ratio on the Southern surface evaluation is 21% with over 54% of non-dominated solutions. It should be noted that semi-courtyard forms have higher surfaces exposed to South which result in a better performance in the hot seasons by natural ventilation. The analyses of numerical simulation indicate lower air temperature around Southern openings due to shading provided by surrounding buildings adjacent to the canopies. Another interesting fact is the frequency of empty cells in the western and southern sides of optimal solutions in the most of non-dominated solutions. Empty cells have a considerable impact on temperature variation around and inside adjacent building cells; a reason is higher external surface to gain solar radiation. The CFD contours provides proves for this phenomenon.
Fig. 6. Five best forms out of fifty-one non-dominated solutions

Fig. 7. Boxplots of the annual HD (heating demand) of the four best cases using three generated mesoscale weather files (ECY, TDY, and EWY). (a) Form No.104, (b) Form No.29, (c) Form No.07, (d) Form No.37
3 Conclusions

This study presented a multi-objective optimization framework in response to microclimate in typical and extreme weather conditions. The microclimate conditions were evaluated through 72 CFD simulation with an hourly time-step to generate three typical and extreme cold and warm daily weather file to optimise the form of a 12-floor building within a sample urban area hypothetically placed in the Athens city.

Three objective functions were defined to solve an optimization problem to find optimal solutions with minimum heating and cooling demand while maintaining thermal comfort conditions in the generated form combinations. Fifty-one non-dominated solutions were extracted from the optimization problem and four best solutions selected for more detailed evaluations. The main findings of this study can be summarized as:

- Forms with about 21% WWR on the Southern surface elevation showed the best overall performance during typical and extreme conditions. The other WWRs with high performance were also presented in the study.
- Semi-CY forms showed the best performance in both warm and cold seasons in extreme conditions.
- Forms with up to 15-degree clock-wise on the northern-southern axis (placing the form on NW/SE axis) showed the best energy performance during studied weather conditions.
- Forms with high angles of rotation did not show a positive performance in terms of energy demand.
- Buildings with semi-courtyard forms with a compact shape has a higher temperature in the courtyards during winters (0.9 to 1.4 C) and respectively lower temperature in summers (2.9 to 3.8 C) compared to calculated temperature of the surrounding spaces in the sample urban area.
- Microclimate conditions increase average temperature of urban area in the coldest and warmest hours, with some expectations due to variations in the wind speed and wind direction.

This paper provided further evidence on the importance of considering microclimate conditions in designing building forms. Moreover, by taking low-cost decisions in the early design stages by designers, the energy performance of the buildings can be dramatically reduced. The developed framework and fast and low-case method for considering microclimate conditions can enhance the quality of the form-finding process in the early design stages. It can also allow designers to take more well-informed decisions.
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